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ABSTRACT 

This vegetation map was produced to serve as an updated habitat base for management of 
natural resources of the Hakalau Forest Unit (HFU) of the Big Island National Wildlife Refuge 
Complex (Refuge) on the island of Hawai‘i. The map is based on a vegetation map originally 
produced as part of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Hawai‘i Forest Bird Survey to depict the 
distribution, structure, and composition of plant communities on the island of Hawai‘i as they 
existed in 1977. The current map has been updated to represent current conditions of plant 
communities in the HFU, based on WorldView 2 imagery taken in 2012 and very-high-resolution 
imagery collected by Pictometry International from 2010 to 2014. Thirty-one detailed plant 
communities are identified on this map, and fourteen of these units are found within the 
boundaries of HFU. Additionally, the mapped units can be displayed as five tree canopy cover 
units, three moisture zones units, eight dominant tree species units, and four habitat status 
units by choosing the various fields to group the units from the map attribute table. This 
updated map will provide a foundation for the refinement and tracking of management actions 
on the Refuge for the near future, particularly as the habitats in this area are subject to 
projected climate change. 

INTRODUCTION 

Vegetation maps depict the distribution of plant communities of a region and are often used as 
a background for developing and implementing research and management strategies for a 
particular area. These maps can be constructed to display actual or potential vegetation, and 
other characteristics of the plant communities of an area (Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg 1974, 
Mueller-Dombois 1984). The applicability of a map to a specific purpose depends on the 
mapping objective of the producer, the classification used to define the map units, the way it 
was created, and the map scale. Vegetation maps can be produced in several ways: 
interpretation of plant community attributes visually using aerial or satellite imagery (photo-
interpretation), using digital image analysis software to classify and map vegetation units based 
on their spectral or spatial characteristics, modeling the potential distribution of aspects of plant 
communities or their habitat based on a habitat correlation analysis, or simply by sketch-
mapping units in the field using a global position system (GPS) unit. Regardless of how a 
vegetation map is produced, confidence in its utility can be evaluated by conducting an 
accuracy analysis of the completed map (Congalton 1991). 

While there have been many maps produced that depict vegetation for the state of Hawai‘I, 
only a few display land cover for all of the main Hawaiian Islands, and most of those that were 
created before the year 2000 have very generalized units or are somewhat inaccurate as a 
result of more recent land use changes or due to poor resolution (both spatial and spectral) in 
the imagery that was used to produce the map. Some of the more recent detailed and general 
maps include the Hawai‘i GAP Analysis (HI-GAP) Land Cover map (Gon et al. 2006), the NOAA 
C-CAP Land Cover map (NOAA National Ocean Service Coastal Services Center 2012), and the 
more recently released Hawai‘i LANDFIRE EVT Land Cover map (U.S. Geological Survey 2009). 
A very detailed vegetation map was also produced for the upland habitats on the island of 
Hawai‘i (Jacobi 1989, 1990) as part of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Hawai‘i Forest Bird 
Survey (HFBS) which was conducted to assess the distribution and abundance of forest birds on 
all of the major Hawaiian Islands from 1976 to 1981 (Scott et al. 1981, Scott et al. 1986). The 
original HFBS vegetation map was prepared using photo-interpretation of black and white aerial 
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photographs taken in 1977 and based on detailed field work conducted along a set of transects 
that were established systematically on all the island surveyed. The vegetation units were 
initially delineated directly on the aerial photographs using a mirror stereo-scope, then the final 
map unit boundaries were transferred to scale-stable base maps using an optical planimeter 
(Jacobi 1989). 

This report describes an updated vegetation map for the Hakalau Forest Unit (HFU) of the Big 
Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex (Refuge) on the island of Hawai‘i. The HFU section of 
the Refuge was established in 1985 to ensure the protection and long-term conservation of 
Hawaiian forest birds and their habitats on the upper windward side of the island of Hawai‘i 
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 2016). The original HFBS vegetation map includes the area that 
eventually became the HFU within the Refuge. However, there have been many changes to the 
vegetation in and adjacent to the HFU since the HFBS vegetation map was produced. These 
include removal of pastured and feral cattle (Bos taurus) from the entire HFU, fencing and feral 
pig (Sus scrofa) control in the upper third of the HFU, and restoration of the former pasture 
lands by scarification of the pasture grasses and planting koa (Acacia koa) and other native 
plant species into these opened areas. Unfortunately, several invasive plant species have also 
dramatically increased their distribution across this area, including gorse (Ulex europaeus), 
English holly (Ilex aquifolium), and photinia (Photinia davidiana). Because of the extent and 
magnitude of these changes over the past 30 years, a new vegetation map was developed for 
the HFU, based on the original HFBS map.  

 METHODS 

Base Data Layers and Mapping Methods 
The new HFU vegetation map was produced by updating the original HFBS map unit boundaries 
where changes to the plant communities were identified. The map window covers 39,439 
hectares, extending above, below, and on either side of the boundaries of the HFU from 
approximately 550 to 2,800 meters elevation (Figure 1). Mean annual rainfall ranges from over 
7,000 millimeters on the lower, eastern side of the map area to less than 1,000 millimeters per 
year at the highest, western side of the map area (Giambelluca et al. 2012). Moisture zones 
mapped for this area by Price et al. (2012) include very wet, moderately wet, moist mesic, 
seasonal mesic, moderately dry, and very dry habitats as you go from low to high elevations 
within the map area. The map unit boundaries were modified by screen-digitizing using ArcGIS 
10.3 software (ESRI Inc. 2015), based on WorldView 2 high-resolution satellite imagery 
collected in 2010 (Digital Globe 2010) and supplemented with very-high-resolution aerial 
imagery collected by Pictometry International (2008–present). The Pictometry images used 
were taken during 2008 and 2014 and have a pixel size of approximately  15 centimeters. This 
imagery was particularly useful since it allows for a very detailed view of ground conditions from 
both a vertical and oblique perspective, analogous to viewing the area from a helicopter at 
approximately 150 meters above the ground. The original HFBS unit boundaries were then 
revised, as needed, on the ArcGIS map layer using the same plant community classification 
system described by Jacobi (1989, 1990). The most detailed level in this classification system 
describes the current plant communities found across the map area based on tree canopy 
cover, tree canopy height, dominant tree species, and understory species associations as 
interpreted from the aerial imagery (Appendix 1 and Appendix 2). New plant community units 
were added to the classification table, as needed, reflecting changes in the vegetation for this 
area over time. 
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Figure 1. Vegetation map area for the area within and adjacent to the Big Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex, 
Hakalau Forest Unit on the island of Hawai‘i. The Hakalau Forest Unit boundary is shown as a thick blue line and 
500 m elevation contours are shown in white. Image base is a clipped portion of a WorldView 2 satellite image 
collected by Digital Globe, Inc. in 2010. 
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The map unit classification also includes fields that allow for grouping the detailed plant 
community map units into several different types of generalizations. These provide a means to 
display the units combined into moisture zones, tree canopy cover units, tree species 
composition units, or habitat status units (i.e., degree of dominance of the plant community by 
native or alien plant species). The tree canopy was considered to be closed if its cover was 
greater than 60%; cover for open canopy ranged from greater than 25–60%; scattered tree 
canopy is 5–25% cover; and very scattered tree canopy is less than 5% cover (Appendix 1). 

Accuracy Assessment 
An accuracy assessment was conducted on two configurations of the vegetation map to 
describe the reliability of the mapped units when compared to an independent assessment of 
the vegetation in the field following the procedures described by Congalton (1991) and 
Stehman and Czaplewski (1998). The first assessment focused on the entire mapping area and 
the second assessment covered just the area within the HFU boundaries. A random sampling 
design was employed within a sampling frame that encompassed these two areas. One hundred 
assessment points were randomly selected for each map area using the Create Random Points 
tool in ArcMap 10.3 (Figure 2). A 25-meter radius polygon was then drawn around each point 
using the Buffer tool in ArcMap 10.3 to define the boundary of the reference “field” sample 
plots. To assess the “true” plant community on the ground the classification unit within each 
plot unit was determined using the very-high-resolution Pictometry imagery and Pictometry 
Online user interface (Pictometry International Corp. 2008–present; Figure 3). The Pictometry 
imagery viewer allows for an examination of each site from four oblique angles and vertically  
and the mapped vegetation unit boundaries were not visible on the imagery. This method 
allowed for an independent process to test the accuracy of the mapped units since the 
Pictometry images were obtained separately from the WorldView2 image used for primary 
analysis and mapping. For some of the assessment plots a second classification unit was 
recorded for the plot in cases where more than one plant community was seen within the plot 
boundary, or where certain plant community characteristics (e.g., open vs. closed canopy, or 
subtle differences in understory species composition) seemed apparent. The resulting accuracy 
matrix identifies the overall accuracy of the map (i.e., percentage of all the assessment plots 
that had the same classification unit as the map area), as well as the “producer’s accuracy” — 
how correctly each classification unit was mapped, and the “user’s accuracy” — the probability 
that the classification unit on the map is the same as what is found in the field.  

Two accuracy matrices were produced for each of the map areas: 1) a comparison among the 
mapped unit and the first choice of the classification unit identified for each assessment plot, 
and 2) a comparison of the map unit and either of the classification units identified for each 
plot. The results of the second matrix represent a more robust assessment of overall map and 
map unit accuracy since it allows for reducing the impact of subtle differences in the 
classification between the assessment plots and the map. This is similar to the approach taken 
by Jacobi and Ambagis (2013) for assessing the accuracy of a vegetation map produced for a 
study area on the island of Molokai. 
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Figure 2. Location of the 200 random points used to assess accuracy of the vegetation map. Yellow points (100) 
were used to test the accuracy of the map within the Big Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex, Hakalau Forest 
Unit boundary, and white dots (100) were used to assess the full map area. 
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Figure 3. Example of an accuracy assessment plot (HFU AA plot 3) with a 25-m radius plot 
boundary (white line), viewed using Pictometry International imagery from the north (top), south 
(bottom), east (right), west (left), and vertical (center). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Summary of Habitats and Land Cover Units 
A total of 31 detailed map units were identified across the entire map area (Figure 4): ten units 
in dry habitat, 13 in mesic (moist) habitat, and eight in wet habitat (Table 1). The HFU, which 
encompasses 1,377 hectares in the central part of the mapping area (Figure 1), contains only 
14 of these plant communities: nine in mesic habitat and five in wet habitat (Table 2). There 
are fewer mapped units within the HFU area since it does not include the upper dry zone which 
has many map units that represent degraded habitats resulting from past land use actions. 
Images of each of the plant communities for the entire map area are provided Appendix 3. 

Approximately 52% of the full map area was considered to be wet habitat, 23% mesic (moist) 
habitat, and 22% dry habitat (Table 3; Figure 5). Only mesic and wet habitats were found 
within the HFU map area with wet habitat units covering 64% of the HFU map and the 
remaining 36% in mesic habitat. Native-dominated plant communities were found over the 
majority of the landscape in each map area (54% for the full map and 68% of the HFU map) 
and alien-dominated communities were least abundant in both areas (9% for the full map and 
0.2% of the HFU map) (Table 4; Figure 6). A generalization of the map units by dominant tree 
species is shown in Figure 7 and summarized in Table 5. ʻŌhi̒a is the most widespread tree 
species over both map areas and can occur as a single dominant, or as a co-dominant with koa 
in both mesic and wet habitats. The other dominant tree species within the map area is 
māmane (Sophora chrysophylla), which is found primarily in the upper elevation dry habitats. 
Areas with forest dominated by various alien tree species, including sugi (Cryptomeria 
japonica), Eucalyptus spp., and several other non-native species are scattered across the mesic 
habitat within the map area. Most of these were planted as trial timber stands in the early to 
mid-1900s. 

The most widespread units for the full map area were found in wet habitats. These included 
Closed wet koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with tree fern and native shrub understory (unit W-2; 7,352 ha; 
19% of the full map area); Closed wet ʻōhi̒a forest with native shrub and tree fern understory 
(unit W-1; 5,724 ha; 15%); and Open wet ʻōhi̒a forest with uluhe, mixed grass, and native 
shrub understory (unit W-5; 4,012 ha; 10%; Table 1). For the HFU map area the Closed wet 
ʻōhi̒a forest with native shrub and tree fern understory community covered the largest area 
(unit W-2; 4,415 ha; 34% of the HFU map area), followed by Closed mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest 
with native shrub and alien grass understory (unit M-2; 1,873 ha; 14%), and Closed wet koa-
ʻōhi̒a forest with tree fern and native shrub understory (unit W-2; 1,757 ha; 13%; Table 2). 

Dry Habitat Plant Communities 
Ten dry habitat plant communities were identified within the full map area (Table 1) but no 
units in this community type were found within the HFU map area (Table 2). Three of the map 
units in the dry habitat had an open native tree canopy but the understory vegetation for most 
of these units was a continuous cover of alien grass or grass mixed with native or alien shrubs. 
Much of the dry habitat type depicted on the map lies within the zone that has been heavily 
impacted over approximately the past 150 years by direct human use (e.g. cattle pasture, 
logging) and further degraded by cattle and other ungulates including feral sheep (Ovis aries) 
and mouflon sheep (Ovis gmelini musimon) (Cuddihy and Stone 1990). Native tree species in 
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Figure 4. Light grey lines depict boundaries of the detailed plant community boundaries found within the Big Island 
National Wildlife Refuge Complex, Hakalau Forest Unit mapping area; the Hakalau Forest Unit boundary is shown 
with a thick blue line. 
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Table 1. Summary of plant communities and their distribution for the full map area of the Big Island National Wildlife Refuge 
Complex, Hakalau Forest Unit. 
 

Map Unit 
Dry habitat communities (10) 

Area in 
acres 

Area in 
hectares 

Percent of 
map 

D-1 Open dry koa forest with alien grass understory 1,632 660 2% 

D-2 Open dry māmane woodland with native shrub and mixed grasses 1,417 573 1% 

D-3 Open dry māmane woodland with alien grass understory 1,629 659 2% 

D-4 Dry native shrub and mixed grasses community with scattered māmane 1,529 619 2% 

D-5 Dry native shrub and mixed grasses community with very scattered māmane 33 13 0.03% 

D-6 Dry alien grassland with very scattered koa and other native trees 3,961 1,603 4% 

D-7 Dry alien grassland with very scattered māmane 5,168 2,091 5% 

D-8 Dry native shrub and mixed grasses community 1,394 564 1% 

D-9 Dry gorse shrubland with alien grass 3,720 1,506 4% 

D-10 Dry alien grassland with gorse 3,827 1,549 4% 
 Dry units subtotal 24,309 9,837 25% 

Map Unit Mesic habitat communities (13)    

M-1 Closed mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub understory 2,831 1,146 3% 

M-2 Closed mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub and alien grass understory 8,255 3,341 8% 

M-3 Closed mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa and alien tree forest with native shrub understory 600 243 1% 

M-4 Closed mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory 172 70 0% 

M-5 Closed mesic alien tree and koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with alien grass and native shrub understory 846 342 1% 

M-6 Closed mesic alien tree forest with native shrub and alien grass understory 33 13 0.03% 

M-7 Open mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with alien grass and native shrub understory 5,624 2,276 6% 

M-8 Open mesic koa-māmane forest with alien grass and native shrub understory 123 50 0% 

M-9 Open mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory 2,132 863 2% 

M-10 Open mesic alien tree and koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with alien grass and native shrub understory 23 9 0.02% 

M-11 Mesic alien grassland with planted koa trees 294 119 0.3% 

M-12 Mesic alien grassland with scattered koa and ohi‘a trees 1,288 521 1% 

M-13 Mesic alien grassland with gorse and planted koa trees 86 35 0.1% 
 Mesic units subtotal 22,308 9,028 23% 
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Table 1, continued. 

Map Unit Wet habitat communities (8) 
Area in  

acres 
Area in  

hectares 
Percent of  

map 

W-1 Closed wet ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub and tree fern understory 14,145 5,724 15% 

W-2 Closed wet koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with tree fern and native shrub understory 18,167 7,352 19% 

W-3 Closed wet koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with native and alien shrubs and tree fern understory 102 41 0% 

W-4 Open wet ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub, uluhe, and tree fern understory 5,675 2,296 6% 

W-5 Open wet ʻōhiʻa forest with uluhe, mixed grass, and native shrub understory 9,914 4,012 10% 

W-6 Open wet koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with uluhe, native shrubs, and tree fern understory 1,524 617 2% 

W-7 
Open wet koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with strawberry guava, native shrubs, and tree fern 

understory 
201 81 0.2% 

W-8 Wet bog community with mixed grass and sedges, native shrubs, and uluhe 1,113 450 1% 
 Wet units subtotal 50,840 20,574 52% 

     
 Total map area 97,457 39,439 100% 
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Table 2. Summary of plant communities and their distribution for the Hakalau Forest Unit map area of the Big Island National Wildlife 
Refuge Complex. 
 

Map Unit Mesic habitat communities (9) 
Area in 
acres 

Area in 
hectares 

Percent of 
map 

M-1 Closed mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub understory 1,614 653 5% 

M-2 Closed mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub and alien grass understory 4,627 1,873 14% 

M-4 Closed mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory 39 16 0% 

M-5 Closed mesic alien tree and koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with alien grass and native shrub understory 27 11 0% 

M-6 Closed mesic alien tree forest with native shrub and alien grass understory 33 13 0% 

M-7 Open mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with alien grass and native shrub understory 2,510 1,016 8% 

M-9 Open mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory 2,132 863 7% 

M-11 Mesic alien grassland with planted koa trees 293 118 1% 

M-12 Mesic alien grassland with scattered koa and ohi‘a trees 500 202 2%  
Mesic units subtotal 11,775 4,765 36% 

Map Unit Wet habitat communities (5) 
  

 
W-1 Closed wet ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub and tree fern understory 10,909 4,415 34% 

W-2 Closed wet koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with tree fern and native shrub understory 4,341 1,757 13% 

W-4 Open wet ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub, uluhe, and tree fern understory 2,582 1,045 8% 

W-5 Open wet ʻōhiʻa forest with uluhe, mixed grass, and native shrub understory 2,622 1,061 8% 

W-8 Wet bog community with mixed grass and sedges, native shrubs, and uluhe 331 134 1% 
 

Dry units subtotal 20,785 8,412 64%  
Total HFU map area 32,561 13,177 
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Table 3. Summary of moisture zones distribution for (A) the full map area, and (B) for the Hakalau Forest Unit map area of the Big 
Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex. 
 

A. Summary of moisture zones distribution for the full map area of 

the Hakalau Forest Unit of the Big Island Complex National Wildlife 

Refuge. 

    

Moisture zone 
Area in 
acres 

Area in 
hectares 

Percent 
of map 

Dry 24,309 9,837 25% 

Mesic 22,308 9,028 23% 

Wet 50,840 20,574 52% 

Total map area 97,457 39,439 100% 

    

    

B. Summary of moisture zones distribution for the HFU map area of 

the Hakalau Forest National Wildlife Refuge. 

    

Moisture zone 
 Area in 
acres  

 Area in 
hectares  

Percent 
of map 

Mesic 11,775 4,765 36% 

Wet 20,785 8,412 64% 

Total HFU map area 32,561 13,177 100% 
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Figure 5. Map units for the Big Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex, Hakalau Forest Unit map area generalized 
into three moisture zones. 
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Table 4. Summary of habitat status distribution for (A) the full map area, and (B) for the Hakalau Forest Unit map area of the Big 
Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex. 
 

A. Summary of habitat status distribution for the full map area of the Hakalau Forest Unit 

of the Big Island Complex National Wildlife Refuge. 

     

Status 
code 

Status description  Area in acres   Area in hectares  
Percen

t of 
map 

NN Native dominated 52,358 21,188 54% 

NX Native with alien species 24,291 9,830 25% 

XN Alien with native species 12,273 4,967 13% 

XX Alien dominated 8,535 3,454 9% 
 Total map area 97,457 39,439 100% 

     

     

B. Summary of moisture zones distribution for the HFU map area of the Hakalau Forest 

National Wildlife Refuge. 

     

Status 
code 

Status description  Area in acres   Area in hectares  
Percen

t of 
map 

NN Native dominated 22,068 8,931 68% 

NX Native with alien species 9,640 3,901 30% 

XN Alien with native species 792 321 2% 

XX Alien dominated 60 24 0% 
 Total HFU map area 32,561 13,177 100% 
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Figure 6. Map units for the Big Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex, Hakalau Forest Unit map area generalized 
into four habitat status zones. 
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Figure 7. Map units for the Big Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex, Hakalau Forest Unit map area generalized 
by dominant tree species. 
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Table 5. Summary of dominant tree species distribution for (A) the full map area, and (B) for 
the Hakalau Forest Unit map area of the Big Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex. 

A. Summary of dominant tree species distribution for the full map area of the 

Hakalau Forest Unit of the Big Island Complex National Wildlife Refuge. 

Dominant tree species  Area in acres   Area in hectares  
Percent 
of map 

Koa 2,683 1,086 3% 

Koa-ʻōhiʻa 37,992 15,375 39% 

Koa-ʻōhiʻa and alien 

trees 
600 243 1% 

Koa-Mamane 123 50 0.1% 

Koa-native trees 5,593 2,264 6% 

Mamane 9,775 3,956 10% 

ʻŌhiʻa 29,733 12,033 31% 

Alien trees 903 365 1% 

No trees 10,054 4,069 10% 

Total map area 97,457 39,439 100% 

    

B. Summary of dominant tree species distribution for the Hakalau Forest Unit map area of 

the Big Island Complex National Wildlife Refuge. 

Dominant tree species  Area in acres  
 Area in 
hectares  

Percent 
of map 

Koa 2,464 997 8% 

Koa-ʻōhiʻa 13,592 5,501 42% 

ʻŌhiʻa 16,113 6,521 49% 

Alien trees 60 24 0% 

No trees 331 134 1% 

Total HFU map area 32,561 13,177 100% 
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the dry zone include koa, ʻōhi̒a, and māmane, but in most areas the canopy has been artificially 
opened as a result of past disturbance, and the trees are very scattered across the landscape. 
Most of the ground-level in this zone is dominated by alien grasses, particularly kikuyu grass 
(Cenchrus clandestinus), with some native shrubs at the upper elevation. However, in a small 
portion of the mapped area (unit D-8; 1,506 ha; 4%), but outside the HFU, the vegetation is 
completely dominated by the highly invasive shrub gorse (Ulex europaeus), and gorse is more 
widely scattered across another 1,549 hectares of this upper elevation landscape (unit D-9). 

Mesic Habitat Communities 
Most of the mesic habitat plant communities mapped had either a closed or open tree canopy. 
Below the former pasture lands in and adjacent to the HFU the mesic forest is primarily 
comprised of a co-dominated koa-ʻōhi̒a tree canopy with a mix of other sub-canopy trees, with 
the understory vegetation dominated by native shrubs. In the areas located in the former 
pasture lands, the understory is co-dominated by native shrubs and alien grasses, particularly 
kikuyu grass and meadow ricegrass (Ehrharta stipoides). In some areas it is difficult to discern 
the boundary between an open and closed tree canopy since the cover of this vegetation layer 
varies considerably across this forest type. The map separates out this canopy cover feature but 
it is likely a source of mapping error. However, the mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest areas with an open 
tree canopy generally have a greater abundance of alien grass in the understory. 

A major area of vegetation change in this zone between the HFBS and current vegetation maps 
can be seen in the areas that were originally mapped as pasture within the HFU. The tree 
canopy in these areas had been virtually eliminated over the previous 150 years with remnant 
stands found only on the walls of the small gulches that were protected from cattle and sheep 
browsing. Since the Refuge was established in 1986, major effort has been focused by the 
Refuge staff on removing all the cattle from the HFU as well as planting koa and other native 
tree and shrub species in scarified strips running downslope through most of the former 
pasture. As a result, the pasture units that were formerly dominated by alien grass are now 
developing into discontinuous, but expanding, koa woodland community that should eventually 
return to a closed canopy, mixed species, mesic forest. On the current map, these areas are 
mapped as Closed mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory 
(unit M-4; 6 ha), and Open mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub 
understory (unit M-9; 863 ha) within the HFU. 

Wet Habitat Communities 
Wet forest plant communities dominate the vegetation below approximately 1,500 meters 
elevation, both for the full map area (20,574 ha; 52%; Table 1) and for the HFU map (8,412 
ha; 64%; Table 2). The upper and lower portions of the wet habitat are dominated by either 
koa-ʻōhi̒a wet forest (both open and closed canopy units) with native shrub and hāpuʻu tree 
fern (Cibotium spp.) understory with a band of very wet and boggy open to scattered, low-
statured ʻōhi̒a forest/woodland with an uluhe (Dicranopteris linearis)-mixed grass/sedge-native 
shrub understory (unit W-5; 4,012 ha; 10% of the full map area). Interspersed within the 
closed and open canopy units are 478 small bogs (unit W-8) that likely represent areas in the 
landscape with impeded drainage. The average size of these bogs is 0.9 hectares and the 
vegetation is a mix of native and alien grass and sedge species interspersed with a few native 
shrubs, including very low-stature ʻōhi̒a, with a ring of uluhe around their border. 
Unfortunately, due to a prolonged exposure to impacts from feral pigs, and to some extent feral 
cattle, followed by invasion by several alien grass, sedge, and rush species, most of these small 
bogs have lost their characteristic structure and certain unique species. This is as compared to 
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more intact bogs found in the Kohala mountains on Hawai‘i Island, and the extremely diverse 
bog communities found in the very wet habitats on several of the other main Hawaiian Islands.  

Accuracy Assessment of the Mapped Plant Communities 
The vegetation map accuracy was tested by comparing the mapped plant community unit at a 
set of randomly located points within the two map areas: 100 points in the HFU map area and 
another 100 points across the full map area. A 25-meter radius plot was superimposed onto the 
very-high-resolution Pictometry imagery at each point and the “field value” for the plant 
community was determined by examining the Pictometry image. Since the random sampling 
design was applied to each of the mapping areas and not stratified by plant community many of 
the smaller map units were not sampled and some of those that were sampled had very few 
plots. For some of the Pictometry assessment plots, a second plant community was recorded, 
particularly in cases where very subtle differences in canopy cover or understory type were 
identified. This resulted in a second accuracy matrix for each map area, representing a slightly 
more robust evaluation of the map accuracy. For the full map area 20 of the 31 mapped plant 
communities had Pictometry assessment plots (Table 6 and Table 7); the 11 units that were 
less than 500 hectares in size did not get sampled. Overall map accuracy was 73% when just 
the first choice of map units from the field plots was analyzed (Table 6). This increased to 86% 
overall accuracy when the mapped unit matched either the first or second plant community 
recorded in each of the Pictometry plots (Table 7). Both the producer’s accuracy and user’s 
accuracy values for units in the full map area ranged from 0% (incorrect for that unit) to 100% 
(field and mapped units match completely), with the extreme values generally corresponding to 
map units that had very few assessment plots. For several of the map units the low accuracy 
values increased when second choice of classification units from the Pictometry plots was used. 
Even with this more robust view, some of the mapped units had low accuracy values when 
compared to the data from the Pictometry plots. For example, Closed mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest 
with native shrub and alien grass understory (unit M-2) was confused with Closed mesic koa-
ʻōhi̒a forest with native shrub understory (unit M-1), where there was a slight difference in 
understory composition; and also with Open mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with alien grass and native 
shrub understory (unit M-7), which had slight differences in both canopy cover and the 
understory. However, these differences are relatively minor since they do not represent a large 
misrepresentation of the mapped plant communities, as opposed to confusing a mapped unit 
with a totally different structural and species composition unit. 

For the HFU map area 10 of the 14 mapped plant communities had Pictometry assessment 
plots. Overall map accuracy was 71% when just the first choice of map units from the 
Pictometry plots was analyzed but increased to 87% when the mapped unit matched either the 
first or second plant community recorded in the Pictometry plots (Table 8). There was a similar 
range of producer’s and user’s accuracy values as for the full map area, generally with the 
extreme values resulting with a small number of plots for a particular unit. On this map there 
was some confusion among Closed mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with native shrub understory (unit M-
1) and Closed mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with native shrub and alien grass understory (unit M-2)   
which differ only in the abundance of alien grass in the understory. In a few cases the Closed 
wet koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with tree fern and native shrub understory (unit W-2) was mistakenly 
assigned to several Pictometry plots that were mapped as Closed mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with 
native shrub understory (unit M-1). The boundary between wet and mesic forests is somewhat 
diffuse on the ground; the main difference between these two units is the abundance of hāpuʻu 
tree ferns in the understory with higher cover of this species in wet forests.  
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Despite some discrepancies among some of the mapping units, the overall accuracy values for 
the two mapping areas suggest they adequately describe the distribution of the major plant 
communities within and adjacent to the HFU. Hopefully, this updated map will provide a 
foundation for the refinement and tracking of management actions on the Refuge for the near 
future, particularly as the habitats in this area are subject to projected climate change  
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Table 6. Accuracy assessment summary matrix for the full map area - Pictometry plot community choice 1 = mapped plant 
community. 

   

Mapped 

unit
D-1 D-2 D-3 D-4 D-6 D-7 D-8 D-9 D-10 M-1 M-2 M-5 M-7 M-9 M-12 W-1 W-2 W-4 W-5 W-6 Total

Percent 

correct

D-1 2 2 0%

D-2 2 2 100%

D-3 1 1 0%

D-4 1 1 2 50%

D-6 4 2 6 67%

D-7 2 1 3 100%

D-8 1 1 100%

D-9 3 3 100%

D-10 3 3 100%

M-1 2 1 3 67%

M-2 1 6 2 9 67%

M-5 2 2 100%

M-7 1 4 5 80%

M-9 1 1 100%

M-12 1 2 3 67%

W-1 12 3 3 18 67%

W-2 1 18 19 95%

W-4 2 1 1 4 25%

W-5 1 10 11 91%

W-6 2 0 2 0%

Total 0 4 0 1 8 3 1 3 3 3 8 2 6 2 2 15 24 5 10 0 100

User's 

accuracy
0% 50% n/a 100% 50% 33% 100% 100% 100% 67% 75% 100% 67% 50% 100% 80% 75% 20% 100% n/a

Overall 

accuracy
73%

POL assessment plot unit
Producer's 

accuracy
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Table 7. Accuracy assessment summary matrix for the full map area - Pictometry plot community choice 1 or choice 2 = mapped 
plant community. 

  

Mapped 

unit
D-1 D-2 D-3 D-4 D-6 D-7 D-8 D-9 D-10 M-1 M-2 M-5 M-7 M-9 M-12 W-1 W-2 W-4 W-5 W-6 Total

Percent 

correct

D-1 1 1 2 50%

D-2 2 2 100%

D-3 1 1 100%

D-4 1 1 2 50%

D-6 5 1 6 83%

D-7 3 3 100%

D-8 1 1 100%

D-9 3 3 100%

D-10 3 3 100%

M-1 2 1 3 67%

M-2 7 2 9 78%

M-5 2 2 100%

M-7 5 5 100%

M-9 1 1 100%

M-12 1 2 3 67%

W-1 16 2 18 89%

W-2 1 18 19 95%

W-4 1 1 2 4 50%

W-5 11 11 100%

W-6 2 2 0%

Total 1 3 1 1 6 4 1 3 3 2 8 2 7 2 2 18 23 2 11 0 100

User's 

accuracy
100% 67% 100% 100% 83% 75% 100% 100% 100% 100% 88% 100% 71% 50% 100% 89% 78% 100% 100% n/a

Overall 

accuracy
86%

POL assessment plot unit
Producer's 

accuracy
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Table 8. Accuracy assessment summary matrix for the Hakalau Forest Unit map area of the Big 
Island National Wildlife Refuge Complex – (A) Pictometry plot community choice 1 = mapped 
plant community, or (B) choice or choice 2 = mapped plant community.  

A. Accuracy assessment summary matrix for the full map area - Pictometry plot community 
choice 1 = mapped plant community 

 

B. Accuracy assessment summary matrix for the full map area - Pictometry plot community 
choice 1 or choice 2 = mapped plant community. 

 

 
  

Producer's 

accuracy

Mapped 

unit M-1 M-2 M-7 M-9 M-11 M-12 W-1 W-2 W-4 W-5 Total

Percent 

correct

M-1 9 9 100%

M-2 7 10 17 59%

M-7 3 1 4 75%

M-9 5 5 100%

M-11 1 1 100%

M-12 1 1 0%

W-1 2 27 3 1 33 82%

W-2 3 2 9 14 64%

W-4 7 2 1 10 20%

W-5 1 5 6 83%

Total 21 10 3 7 1 0 36 12 4 6 100

User's 

accuracy
43% 100% 100% 71% 100% n/a 75% 75% 50% 83%

Overall 

accuracy
71%

POL assessment plot  unit

Producer's 

accuracy

Mapped 

unit M-1 M-2 M-7 M-9 M-11 M-12 W-1 W-2 W-4 W-5

Percent 

correct

M-1 9 9 100%

M-2 2 15 17 88%

M-7 3 1 4 75%

M-9 5 5 100%

M-11 1 1 100%

M-12 1 1 0%

W-1 2 30 1 33 91%

W-2 2 2 10 14 71%

W-4 2 8 10 80%

W-5 6 6 100%

Total 15 15 3 7 1 0 34 11 8 6 100

User's 

accuracy
60% 100% 100% 71% 100% n/a 88% 91% 100% 100%

Overall 

accuracy
87%

POL assessment plot  unit
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APPENDIX 1. FULL ATTRIBUTE SET FOR THE PLANT COMMUNITIES FOUND WITHIN THE BIG ISLAND NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE COMPLEX, HAKALAU FOREST UNIT VEGETATION MAP AREA. A DESCRIPTION OF THE 

VALUES USED TO DEVELOP THE MAP UNIT CODE IS PROVIDED IN APPENDIX 2. 

 

 

  

Map Unit Dry habitat communities (10) Map unit code
Moisture 

zone

Tree canopy 

type1

Tree 

height2
Status3 Dominant tree species Dominant understory species

D-1 Open dry koa forest with alien grass understory o3Ac,2nt(D:xg) Dry Open Tall NX Koa-native trees Alien grass

D-2 Open dry māmane woodland with native shrub and mixed grasses o1So(D:mg-ns-xx) Dry Open Short NX Mamane Mixed grass and native shrubs

D-3 Open dry māmane woodland with alien grass understory o1So(D:xg) Dry Open Short NX Mamane Alien grass

D-4 Dry native shrub and mixed grasses community with scattered māmane s1So(D:mg,ns-xx) Dry Scattered Short XN Mamane Mixed grass and native shrubs

D-5 Dry native shrub and mixed grasses community with very scattered māmane vs1So(D:mg-ns-xx) Dry Very scattered Short XN Mamane Mixed grass and native shrubs

D-6 Dry alien grassland with very scattered koa and other native trees vs3Ac-2nt(D:xg) Dry Very scattered Tall XN Koa-native trees Alien grass

D-7 Dry alien grassland with very scattered māmane vs1So(D:xg) Dry Very scattered Short XN Mamane Alien grass

D-8 Dry native shrub and mixed grasses community (D:mg-ns-xx) Dry n/a n/a NX n/a Mixed grass and native shrubs

D-9 Dry gorse shrubland with alien grass (D:gorse,xg) Dry n/a n/a XX n/a Gorse with alien grass

D-10 Dry alien grassland with gorse (D:xg,gorse) Dry n/a n/a XX n/a Alien grass with gorse

Mesic habitat communities (13)

M-1 Closed mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub understory c3Ac-Me,2nt(M:ns) Mesic Closed Tall NN Koa-ʻōhiʻa Native shrubs

M-2 Closed mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub and alien grass understory c3Ac-Me,2nt(M:ns-xg) Mesic Closed Tall NX Koa-ʻōhiʻa Native shrubs and alien grass

M-3 Closed mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa and alien tree forest with native shrub understory c3Ac-Me,xt(M:ns) Mesic Closed Tall NX Koa-ʻōhiʻa and alien trees Native shrubs

M-4 Closed mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory c2Ac(M:xg,ns)planted Mesic Closed Medium NX Koa Alien grass

M-5 Closed mesic alien tree and koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with alien grass and native shrub understory c3xt,Ac-Me(M:ns-xg) Mesic Closed Tall XX Alien trees Native shrubs and alien grass

M-6 Closed mesic alien tree forest with native shrub and alien grass understory c3xt(M:ns-xg) Mesic Closed Tall XX Alien trees Native shrubs and alien grass

M-7 Open mesic koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with alien grass and native shrub understory o3Ac-Me,2nt(M:xg,ns) Mesic Open Tall NX Koa-ʻōhiʻa Alien grass with native shrubs

M-8 Open mesic koa-māmane forest with alien grass and native shrub understory o3Ac-2So,nt(M:xg,ns) Mesic Open Tall NX Koa-Mamane Alien grass with native shrubs

M-9 Open mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory o/c 2Ac(M:xg,ns)planted Mesic Open Medium NX Koa Alien grass with native shrubs

M-10 Open mesic alien tree and koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with alien grass and native shrub understory o2xt,3Ac-Me(M:xg,ns) Mesic Open Medium XX Alien trees Alien grass with native shrubs

M-11 Mesic alien grassland with planted koa trees sAc(M:xg)planted Mesic Scattered Short XN Koa Alien grass

M-12 Mesic alien grassland with scattered koa and ohi‘a trees s3Ac-Me-2nt(M:xg) Mesic Scattered Tall XN Koa-ʻōhiʻa Alien grass

M-13 Mesic alien grassland with gorse and planted koa trees s2Ac(M:xg,gorse)planted Mesic Scattered Medium XX Koa Alien grass with gorse

Wet habitat communities (8)

W-1 Closed wet ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub and treefern understory c3Me,2nt(W:ns-tf) Wet Closed Tall NN ʻōhiʻa Native shrubs and treeferns

W-2 Closed wet koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with treefern and native shrub understory c3Ac-Me,2nt(W:tf,ns) Wet Closed Tall NN Koa-ʻōhiʻa Treeferns and native shrubs

W-3 Closed wet koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with native and alien shrubs and treefern understory c3Ac-Me,2nt(W:ns-tf-xs) Wet Closed Tall NN Koa-ʻōhiʻa Native shrubs and treeferns

W-4 Open wet ʻōhiʻa forest with native shrub, uluhe, and treefern understory o3Me,2nt(W:ns-mf-tf) Wet Open Tall NN ʻōhiʻa Native shrubs, uluhe, and treeferns

W-5 Open wet ʻōhiʻa forest with uluhe, mixed grass, and native shrub understory s/o3Me-2Me-nt(W:mf-mg-ns) Wet Open Tall NN ʻōhiʻa Uluhe, mixed grass, and native shrubs

W-6 Open wet koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with uluhe, native shrubs, and treefern understory o3Ac-Me,2nt(W:mf-ns,tf) Wet Open Tall NN Koa-ʻōhiʻa Uluhe, native shrubs, and treeferns

W-7 Open wet koa-ʻōhiʻa forest with strawberry guava, native shrubs, and treefern understory o3Ac-Me,2nt(W:Psc,ns-tf) Wet Open Tall NX Koa-ʻōhiʻa Strawberry guava with native shrubs and treeferns

W-8 Wet bog community with mixed grass and sedges, native shrubs, and uluhe (W:mg-ns-mf) Wet n/a n/a NX n/a Mixed grass, native shrub, and uluhe

1Tree canopy type: closed = >60%cover; open = >25-60%  cover; scattered = 5-25% cover; very scattered = <5% cover; n/a = no trees.
2Tree height:  tall = >10 m; medium = >5-10 m; short = 2-5 m; n/a = no trees
3Status:  NN = native dominated; NX = native with alien species; XN = alien with native species; XX = alien dominated
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APPENDIX 2. ELEMENTS THAT CAN BE CODED FOR THE MAP UNIT CODE SYMBOLS ON THE BIG 

ISLAND NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE COMPLEX, HAKALAU FOREST UNIT VEGETATION MAP 

AREA.  

 
                                                 1  2   3  4   5         6 
Example of a map unit:                  \  |  /   /   / \        |                                            

                                         c2Ac(M:xg,ns)planted  
 

Describes: Closed mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory 
 
1.  Tree canopy crown cover 
 
     c = closed canopy, most crowns interlocking; greater than 60% crown cover 
     o = open canopy, some or no interlocking crowns; greater than 25-60% crown cover 
     s = scattered trees; 10-25% crown cover 
    vs = very scattered trees; less than 10% crown cover 
 
2.  Tree canopy height 
 
     1 = low shrub trees, 2-5 m tall 
     2 = scrub trees, moderate stature, greater than 5-10 m tall                            
     3 = tall stature trees, greater than 10 m tall 
   n/a = no trees 
 
3.  Tree species 
 
    A) Species name or association abbreviations 
 
     Ac  = Acacia koa (koa) 
     Me  = Metrosideros polymorpha (ʻōhi̒a) 
     nt   = mixed native tree species 
     Psc = Psidium cattleianum (strawberry guava) 
     So  = Sophora chrysophylla (māmane) 
     xt   = various introduced tree species (Eucalyptus spp., pines, etc.) 
    
    B) Species dominance 
 
       Species Composition     Relative Dominance: 
 
                   A         Only A present 
                 A-B     A and B codominant 
                 A, B      A dominant, B subdominant 
                 A/B      Mosaic with either A or B present 
               A, B-C   A dominant, B and C subdominant               
               A-B, C   A and B codominant, C subdominant 
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Appendix 2, continued.  
 
 
4.  Moisture zone 
 
        D = Dry habitat species 
        M = Mesic (moist) habitat species 
        W = Wet habitat species 
 
5.  Understory species 
 
    A)  Species name or association abbreviation (Note: species name abbreviations for  trees 

may also be used  if  the understory is dominated by individuals of that  species, less 
than 2 m tall). 

 
     mf  = Matted ferns: Dicranopteris sp., Diplopterygium sp., Sticherus sp. 
     mg = Mixed native-introduced grasses, sedges, or rushes 
     ng  = Native grasses 
     ns  = Native shrubs 
     tf  = Native tree ferns (Cibotium spp.) 
     xg  = Introduced grasses, sedges, or rushes 
     xx  = Bare ground (at least 25% of the area without vegetation) 
 
    B)  Species Dominance (use same format as for tree species) 
      
6.  Other information 
 
    planted = young tree stands that were planted  
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APPENDIX 3. IMAGES OF THE 31 MAPPED PLANT COMMUNITIES WITH THEIR CORRESPONDING MAP UNIT NUMBER IN 

PARENTHESES ( ). All images copyright Pictometry International Corp. (2008-2014). 

Open dry koa forest with alien grass understory (D-1) 
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Open dry māmane woodland with native shrub and mixed grasses (D-2)  
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Open dry māmane woodland with alien grass understory (D-3) 
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Dry native shrub and mixed grasses community with scattered māmane (D-4) 
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Dry native shrub and mixed grasses community with very scattered māmane (D-5) 
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Dry alien grassland with very scattered koa and other native trees (D-6)  
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Dry alien grassland with very scattered māmane (D-7) 
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Dry native shrub and mixed grasses community (D-8) 
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Dry gorse shrubland with alien grass (D-9) 
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Dry alien grassland with gorse (D-10) 
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Closed mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with native shrub understory (M-1) 
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Closed mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with native shrub and alien grass understory (M-2) 
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Closed mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a and alien tree forest with native shrub understory (M-3) 
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Closed mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory (M-4)  
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Closed mesic alien tree and koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with alien grass and native shrub understory (M-5) 
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Closed mesic alien tree forest with native shrub and alien grass understory (M-6).  
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Open mesic koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with alien grass and native shrub understory (M-7) 
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Open mesic koa-māmane forest with alien grass and native shrub understory (M-8) 
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Open mesic planted koa woodland with alien grass and native shrub understory (M-9) 
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Open mesic alien tree and koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with alien grass and native shrub understory (M-10) 
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Mesic alien grassland with planted koa trees (M-11) 
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Mesic alien grassland with scattered koa and ʻōhi̒a trees (M-12) 
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Mesic alien grassland with gorse and planted koa trees (M-13) 
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Closed wet ʻōhi̒a forest with native shrub and tree fern understory (W-1) 
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Closed wet koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with tree fern and native shrub understory (W-2) 
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Closed wet koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with native and alien shrubs and tree fern understory (W-3) 
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Open wet ʻōhi̒a forest with native shrub, uluhe, and tree fern understory (W-4) 
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Open wet ʻōhi̒a forest with uluhe, mixed grass, and native shrub understory (W-5) 
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Open wet koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with uluhe, native shrubs, and tree fern understory (W-6) 
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Open wet koa-ʻōhi̒a forest with strawberry guava, native shrubs, and tree fern understory (W-7) 
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Wet bog community with mixed grass and sedges, native shrubs, and uluhe (W-8) 

 




